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Gamers At Work Stories Behind
After months of work behind the scenes, the ABC's Four Corners finally aired an investigation into the workings of the video game industry this week. You could almost set a clock to the inevitable ...
You Don’t Need To Defend Video Games
State of the Industry survey indicates that long working hours remains an issue for the game industry. Crunch—the practice of developers working sustained overtime hours in order to meet a deadline—is ...
Nearly half of game devs work more than 40 hours per week, survey finds
Edmonton clinches a spot in the 2021 Stanley Cup Playoffs with a win in Vancouver as McDavid leads the way with four points ...
GAME STORY: Oilers 5, Canucks 3
Comedians “The Dumb Dads” created the perfect mock post-game press conference for every parent out there, not just us dumb dads. Every thing about this is so real it hurts. First of all, the sponsors.
This dad made a hilarious post-game press conference about parenting
The Golden State Warriors and New Orleans Pelicans were playing a game that had major playoff implications but, thanks to Disney executives, it also had major SYNERGY implications. Because ESPN ...
The Marvel-themed Warriors game was a test to see how much garbage Disney, ESPN can shovel at you
Castro is scheduled to start the second game of Wednesday's doubleheader with the Cardinals, Anthony DiComo of MLB.com reports. The Mets are still making Castro available out of the bullpen behind ...
Mets' Miguel Castro: Gets ball for Game 2 of twin bill
Instead of asking children to sit quietly throughout the story, parents can ask kids to predict what’s coming next. (“What do you think she saw behind that big red door ... Especially when kids range ...
Want to raise a critical thinker? Try telling stories.
Commentary: On paper, New Pokemon Snap sounds more like a mobile game than a full-priced Switch title. In practice, it's absolutely worthwhile.
Pokemon Snap hasn't changed in 20 years. That's a great thing
Zach Threde said he was nervous before making his first varsity appearance for Wauconda. Once he took the mound, he had the demeanor of a seasoned veteran, pitching a complete game in a 3-1 win at ...
Baseball notes: Sophomore right-hander Zach Threde’s varsity debut on mound bodes well for Wauconda
Attorneys for Apple and Epic Games made their opening statements in a heavily watched antitrust trial over the App Store.
Apple v. Epic Games opening statements highlight tech antitrust arguments
The blockbuster antitrust case has revealed new details around Fortnite's success and more. The post Epic Games v. Apple Fortnite trial timeline: What we’ve learned so far appeared first on Dot ...
Epic Games v. Apple Fortnite trial timeline: What we’ve learned so far
The key to hitting home runs for Josh Rojas has been not trying to hit home runs. Rojas entered Wednesday with a home run in four of his past five games. After getting off to a brutal start, Rojas has ...
Arizona Diamondbacks: Hot-hitting Josh Rojas on what turned his season around
With a successful in-person draft in Cleveland behind it, the NFL inexorably moves on. What's ahead might not go so smoothly as the selection process did on the shore of Lake Erie. For one, the league ...
Analysis: After draft, some obstacles ahead for NFL in 2021
Chicago Cubs starting pitcher Kyle Hendricks throws the ball against the Los Angeles Dodgers during the first inning of the first baseball game of a doubleheader Tuesday, May, 4, 2021, in Chicago.
Complete game by Hendricks, Baez clutch HR carry Cubs to sweep
This discovery was a “lucky accident” according to Dr Mene Pangalos, head of biopharmaceutical research at AstraZeneca - the commercial partner behind the Oxford vaccine. The researchers ...
Coronavirus: The story behind the game-changing Oxford Covid vaccine
Here are some smart but low-effort ways for gamers to keep their floors and walls tidy. If you buy something using links in our stories ... when they’re hidden behind a wall-mounted cable ...
The Lazy Gamer’s Guide to Cable Management
The Associated Press has obtained a memo from the NFL that reminds NFL teams that they aren’t obligated to honor contracts of players who get hurt working out on their own away from team facilities ...
NFL reminds teams are off the hook if injury occurs off-site
Not every notable NFL rookie gets to avoid a redshirt season. That doesn't mean it's the right decision. A year ago, the Los Angeles Chargers weren't going to start quarterback Justin Herbert, but an ...
NFL Rookies Who Won't Start in 2021 but Definitely Should
Freeland is scheduled to throw a pair of simulated innings before the Rockies and Giants play two after rain wiped out their game Monday. The first game will be at 5:40 p.m. EDT and the second one ...
Rockies game against Giants postponed due to rain
We've rounded up some tips to help you be the best Pokemon photographer like no one ever was. At its heart, New Pokemon Snap is a game about discovery. As you travel about the different islands of the ...
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